Create recording for feedback

An instructor can create personalized feedback recordings for individual assessment attempts or manual gradebook items. Each recording can be up to 5 minutes long and can be both video and audio. The option appears in the third row of the Content Editor as a microphone icon.

The following feedback locations are supported:

- Assignment
- Test
- Graded Discussion
- Graded Wiki
- Graded Blog
- Graded Journal
- Feedback in a manual grade column

Students will see icons representing recordings that they can select to start streaming playback of the video on their computer or mobile device.

Grade center enhancements

View full titles of Grade Center columns, making it easier to distinguish between similarly-titled items;

- View as many columns as the size of your window will allow
- Enter into Grade Center full-screen mode to make the most of the desktop experience. To use the full screen collapse the content menus on the left side using the grey arrow in the center of the page.
Clear Your Multiple-Choice Answer

Students are now able to double-click to clear a selection from multiple-choice questions. This lets students avoid a penalty when they’ve made an initial selection and negative points are associated with answer choices.

Additional Attempts in Anonymous Grading

Instructors can now grant an additional attempt for scenarios when the student needs one and the prior attempt can't be cleared because it is in an anonymous state. Allow Additional Attempt only appears if a student has already submitted the maximum number of attempts allowed for that assignment. Instructor can continue to offer opportunities to resubmit attempts each time a student reaches the maximum number. Instructor does not have to grade previous attempts to allow a student to submit again.

When an assignment is in an anonymous state, the instructor can still grant a student an additional attempt. They can view student names, but not their submissions or how many attempts are left.
Security Management Cookie Disclosure

By default, all users will be required to accept the Security Management Cookie Disclosure which requires all users to accept the terms of the disclosures before using the Blackboard Learn application on a new device or browser. This feature supports the changing regulations globally concerning use of data and privacy, including the European Union General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR).